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Job quality, Fair work and Gig work: The lived experience of gig 

workers 

 

 

Abstract 

Despite growing interest in the concept of gig work, the nature and quality of gig work is not 

well understood. The article builds on recent research by exploring gig work through an 

application of notions of job quality associated with Scotland’s Fair Work Convention. Further, 

in recognising the multidimensional nature of job quality and the divide between objective 

versus subjective approaches to job quality, the article adopts a checklist or job characteristics 

approach, focusing on objective aspects of quality work, whilst drawing on subjective 

experiences to capture lived experience of gig work. A key finding is, in spite of a deficit in 

objective characteristics of Fair Work, the subjective experience varies between platforms as 

well as in accordance with individual worker characteristics, such as between those 

undertaking gig work as a primary or supplementary source of income. A further key finding 

suggests the growth in gig work reflects the normalisation of what in the past would 

constitute poor working conditions. Taken together, the findings highlight limitations of 

theoretical models of job quality due to an emphasis on traditional employment.  

Key terms of reference:  Gig work; Gig economy; Job quality; Scotland; Fair Work Convention; 

Quality work. 
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Introduction 

Gig work is defined by Flanagan (2017) as: “platform-based employment which uses digital 

technology to mediate the process of commissioning, supervising, delivery and compensating 

work performed by workers on a contingent, piece-work basis” (p. 2). The UK gig economy 

has grown rapidly and in 2018 an estimated four percent of the adult population received 50 

percent or more of their monthly income through platform work (Persole, et al., 2018). 

However, despite high-profile media attention and association with raising employment 

levels (e.g. see Edwards, 2017; O'Connor, 2017), a growing concern is the association of gig 

work with ‘low quality’ jobs and low/stagnating levels of pay. Indeed, early studies indicated 

problems with employment rights, limited autonomy, career opportunities and job security 

(REC, 2016). Such problems appear reflected in high levels of labour turnover (Field & Forsey, 

2017) and challenges to the legalities of gig work on a global scale. 

Growing concern over low-pay and precarity has led to a resurgence of debate about the 

quality of work in contemporary and advanced industrialised societies (Kelly, 2017; Warhurst, 

et al., 2012). The rise of ‘digital platforms’, such as Uber, has led to renewed interest in what 

constitutes job quality or ‘good’ work. In 2016 the Fair Work Convention published the Fair 

Work Framework outlining the vision and framework for Fair Work in Scotland (FWC, 2016). 

A Fair Work Action Plan was announced by the Scottish Government in February 2019 with a 

commitment to provide additional support services to assist employers to adopt fairer 

workplace practices and to address challenges to delivering Fair Work within specific sectors, 

including the gig economy (Scot Gov, 2019). 
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Despite growing political interest, research exploring job quality and gig work remains in its 

infancy. Available evidence fails to frame empirical findings within the context of broader 

debates regarding job quality and what makes a job “good or bad” (see e.g. ILO, 2018). A key 

concern is gig work differs markedly from traditional employment (Duggan, et al., 2019), with 

key commentators critiquing a lack of debate surrounding the nuances to gig work (Kalleberg 

& Dunn, 2017). As highlighted by Kalleberg and Dunn, gig work varies in terms of the level of 

control exerted by platform operators, as well as the wages paid and duration of tasks. 

Further, differences exist in the legal classification of gig workers and the consequential 

access to employment and social security benefits with some digital platforms classifying such 

workers as employed and others as self-employed (Forde, et al., 2017). To better understand 

novel forms of work and the consequences of growth in the demand for gig work it is 

necessary to move beyond polarised assessments of such work. Doing so ensures 

recommendations to improve working lives are rooted in the lived experiences of gig workers.  

The study presented responds to calls for greater emphasis on the quality of nonstandard 

forms of work (Ashford, et al., 2007) and builds upon an emerging literature on job quality and 

good work through an exploration into the subjective experiences of so called ‘gig work’. To 

this end, the article contributes to broader debates on the complexity of worker experiences 

in contemporary employment and considers the extent to which gig work represents an 

inferior equivalent to the standard model of full time, open-ended employment. 

To achieve such aims, the article begins with an overview of the gig economy, examining the 

growth of the gig economy in the UK and current evidence relating to the quality of gig work. 

Secondly, to allow the positioning of the study within existing literature, a review of concepts 

related to job quality and ‘fair work’ is provided. Following on from this, the methodological 
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approach is described and discussed with the findings presented and analysed in the fourth 

section. The paper concludes in the final section with a discussion of key findings and the 

implications for practices as well as some of the directions for future research. 

Gig economy and gig work 

The term ‘gig economy’ emerged in the aftermath of the 2007-2008 Financial Crisis, where 

growing numbers of workers turned to ‘gigging’, undertaking a number of short-term, casual 

jobs, to make a living (Hook, 2015). The concept has since evolved to encompass a range of 

digital online platforms connecting workers with tasks, both online and offline, in ‘digital’ 

marketplaces (Minter, 2017). The notion of digital, irregular, task-based work or ‘gig work’ 

can be applied to a range of different functions, across a range of different industries, making 

the concept itself imprecise (Stewart & Stanford, 2017).  

A lack of conceptual clarity has led to ‘gig work’ being used as a catch-all statement for non-

standard work (e.g. see, MGI, 2016; TUC, 2016). Whilst many of the core characteristics of gig 

work are not necessarily new, with features such as piece based work, precarious contractual 

conditions and irregular scheduling evident throughout the history of capitalism (Stanford, 

2017), key differences exist between gig work and other forms of nonstandard work such as 

agency work, including in the influence of technology and the absence of a physical work 

location (Duggan, et al., 2019).  

Indeed, despite variations in the conceptualisation of gig work, a number of distinguishing 

features have been identified including: the employment contract and the engagement of 

workers on an ad hoc/task-by-task basis, the exploitation of low cost-labour, algorithmic 

control and a reliance upon digital rating systems, and, the organisation of work through a 
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digital mediator, web based platform or digital smartphone application (Howcroft & Bergvall-

Kåreborn, 2019; Stewart & Stanford, 2017; Minter, 2017). A further distinction can be made 

between gig work, involving work conducted locally, requiring the individual to be physically 

present, and virtual or crowd work, delivered remotely and undertaken anywhere (Huws, et 

al., 2018). While the latter includes the provision of a variety of digital tasks, such as data 

entry or software development, the former is more commonly associated with ‘lower skilled’ 

service provision, including food delivery and transport services (Goulden, et al., 2018). It is 

the latter category, work conducted through local labour-based platforms, which provides 

the focus for the current study. 

Job quality and gig work 

Recently, organisational use of digital, online platforms has accelerated, showing little sign of 

slowing, with a quarter of young people indicating interest in such work (Balaram, et al., 

2017). While an estimated three million UK workers earn more than 50 percent of their 

earnings through platforms (Persole, et al., 2018), gig work is expected to become the norm 

for new entrants to labour markets, while many gig workers struggle to secure traditional 

forms of employment. 

The continued rise of gig work represents new opportunities and challenges for workers. 

While some see gig work as an opportunity for entrepreneurship and innovation, allowing 

flexibility and work-life balance  (Burtch, et al., 2018), many see gig work as a ‘platform for 

exploitation’ (Kessler, 2018), questioning the sustainability and fairness of working 

conditions. As such, concerns about labour standards and employment regulation regularly 

arise, typically related to ‘sham’ contracting arrangements, enabling gig organisations to 
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disguise employment, avoid national insurance contributions, and deny basic employment 

rights (Field & Forsey, 2017). Prior research indicates gig workers share experiences with 

other non-standard workers, including a risk of falling outwith the scope of existing 

employment and social protections (Forde, et al., 2017). Further, the media report gig 

workers living in poverty, bearing high levels of financial and personal risk, and being subject 

to intrusive surveillance and non-consensual data collection (Funnell, 2016, as cited in Healy, 

et al., 2017).  

Research specifically on the quality of gig work is limited. Where it exists, it emphasises online 

’virtual’ or ‘crowd work’ (e.g. Wood, et al., 2018), which, as highlighted above, is conceptually 

different from localised, service-based gig work. In addition, existing research is often based 

on official survey data, which fails to reveal nuances or lived experience of such employment. 

What qualitative research exists tends to suggest gig workers choose to work in such a 

manner and are on the whole satisfied with working conditions (Broughton, et al., 2018). That 

may be true to a point, but such research tends to take gig worker views at face value and 

rarely deploys a critical conceptual framework. 

 

.Job quality and Scotland’s Fair Work Framework 

This section provides a discussion of how job quality has been defined and explored, including 

what is meant by job quality and in commentary of the key dimensions of quality work 

identified by Scotland’s Fair Work Framework (FWF).  

What is job quality? 
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Job quality represents a core issue in HRM and is associated with employee satisfaction and 

motivation (Grote & Guest, 2017). Despite considerable research, there remains little 

consensus on defining and  conceptualising a good job (Findlay, et al., 2013; Kalleberg, 2016). 

This has resulted in a range of approaches to the study and measurement of job quality.  

A core debate relates to the focus upon objective versus subjective accounts of job quality 

(Royuela, et al., 2008). While job quality has been measured historically in accordance with 

the presence or absence of certain objective criteria, such as job security and safe working 

conditions, the emergence of psychological needs based theories during the 1950s, saw a 

marked trend towards an increasingly subjective conceptualisation of job quality, with job 

satisfaction used as a proxy for good work (Martel & Dupuis, 2006). However, while 

addressing the limitations of the objective approach by recognising what makes a good job 

for one individual may not be the same as for another (e.g. Brown, et al. 2007), the subjective 

approach faces criticism for understating the importance of key extrinsic measures, such as 

wages and benefits (Rose, 2003). As such, an increasingly common approach incorporates 

aspects of both, including objective features of jobs, while drawing upon workers subjective 

evaluations to capture personal experience (Kalleberg & Vaissy, 2005).  

Although there is no consensus reflecting a best way to measure job quality, there is a view 

that the relevance of the concept arises from its impact, whether on the employer, the 

company, the individual or broader society. There is also growing recognition that a notion as 

fluid and multidimensional as job quality, cannot be measured against a single characteristic, 

such as job security or wage levels, with each job comprising a complex culmination of 

negative and positive characteristics, which together, determine job quality (Smith, et al., 

2008; Burgess & Connell, 2008; Clark, 2005).  Furthermore, it is increasingly recognised  
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subjective evaluations of job quality are influenced by individual and contextual factors, 

including worker characteristics and preferences (Loughlin & Murray, 2013; Brown, et al., 

2007), as well as the broader labour market context (Gaillie, 2007). Thus, context as well as 

content must be considered in any analysis of job quality.  

With a lack of consensus on the definition and characteristics of ‘good work’ (Ashford, et al., 

1989; Munoz-Bustillo, et al., 2009), a range of perspectives have been noted within the 

literature (Burchell, et al., 2014). The most recognised approach is provided by the 

International Labour Organisation (ILO) who define good work as: 

Opportunities for work that are productive and deliver a fair income, security in the workplace and 

social protection for families, better prospects for personal development and social integration, 

freedom for people to express their concerns, organise and participate in the decisions which affect 

their lives and equality of opportunity and treatment for all men and women (ILO, 2017).  

This approach, underpinned by eleven dimensions of decent work, ranging from wages and 

time at work, to social dialogue and equality, represents the ILO’s policy agenda to raise 

labour standards across Member States (ILO, 2017); a strategy-for-action which, itself, is 

promoted by the European Commission (EurWork, 2012) and underpins the development of 

a number of domestic initiatives for improved monitoring and measuring of job quality, 

including Scotland’s Fair Work Framework.  

Emergent forms of nonstandard and digital forms of work have received limited attention 

within the job quality literature, leading to calls for a greater emphasis on the aspects of work 

quality for those in nonstandard forms of work (Ashford, et al., 2007). Indeed, theories of job 

quality have traditionally been associated with features of ‘standard’ jobs, such as level of 
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earnings or job security. However, with growing diversity in modern working arrangements 

and increased recognition the term ‘standard’ does not necessarily equate with good, it has 

been said such classifications are no longer useful (Capelli & Keller, 2013). Further, it is 

increasingly recognised the ability to choose the type and nature of work, and thus the 

existence of alternative working arrangements, represents a key aspect of job quality 

(Bamberry, 2011). As such, quality of work arrangements and conditions under which such 

work may be experienced as good or bad, represents a key area of interest in need of further 

research. To this end, countries, including the UK, have begun to consider how job quality can 

be protected and enhanced. One example is Scotland’s Fair Work Framework, based on 

principles backed by the Scottish Government, yet untested in terms of reflecting the growth 

of gig work. Specifically, the FWF responds to calls for a more integrated approach to research 

and policy on job quality (Grote & Guest, 2017), enhancing the impact of the evidence through 

the integration within a broader Fair Work agenda. 

Scotland’s Fair Work Framework 

Scotland’s FWF was established in 2015, aiming to promote ‘Fair Work’ and embed such 

principles into Scotland’s workplaces and economy (FWC, 2016). Within the FWF, Fair Work 

is defined as ‘work that offers effective voice, opportunity, security, fulfilment and respect; 

that balances the rights and responsibilities of employers and workers and that can generate 

benefits for individuals, organisations and society’ (FWC, 2016, p. 5). There are five 

dimensions to Fair Work - effective voice, opportunity, security, fulfilment and respect1. These 

dimensions reflect existing notions of job quality and workplace relationships drawing upon 

 
1 Note this framework is distinct from the Five Pillars of Fair Work developed by the Fair Work Foundation. 
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national and international research and identified good practice, within each dimension, and 

with a focus upon positive outcomes for individuals, organisations and society. Details of the 

FWF are presented in Figure 1. 

[insert figure 1 here] 

The first dimension of the FWF (see Figure 1) is defined as ‘the creation of a safe environment 

where dialogue and challenge are dealt with constructively and where employee views are 

sought out, listened to and can make a difference’ (FWF, 2016). Employee voice and 

participation feature widely in the job quality literature, principally as they enhance well-

being (Holman, 2013). However, with the long-term decline of trade unions, denial of 

representation and voice for gig workers represents an area of concern in need of further 

investigation (Croft, 2018). Similarly, the second dimension of the FWF, opportunity for career 

advancement, is a common feature of the broader job quality literature (e.g. see Clark, 2005), 

yet such opportunities appear to be lacking in the gig economy due to the absence of 

traditional organisational structures, further raising concerns regarding the quality of gig jobs. 

In considering the third dimension of the FWF, ‘Security’, which incorporates stability of 

employment, security of income and predictability of work commitment (FWC, 2016), the 

quality of gig work can again be questioned due to its association with precarious employment 

(MacDonald & Giazitzoglu, 2019).  

In the case of the fourth dimensions of ‘Fulfilment’ (see Figure 1), the emphasis is on 

psychological aspects of jobs and aspects of worker autonomy (FWC, 2016). Within the FWF, 

fulfilling work is defined by opportunities to use and develop skills, as well as allowing 

autonomous working (ibid). In the case of gig work, whilst debate increases regarding the 
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extent to which such work can be described as autonomous and the impact of digital control 

mechanisms upon individual levels of autonomy at work (Healy, et al., 2017; Duggan, et al., 

2019) the workers voice remains largely absent. In addition, there remains some ambiguity 

over the extent to which the seemingly repetitive nature of such task based work can be 

equated with the broader definition of fulfilling work highlighting the need for further 

research exploring the experiences and perceptions of those undertaking this type of work. 

The final dimension of the FWF relates to respect at work (see Figure 1), including dignity at 

work, social support and trusting relationships (FWC, 2016). Whilst respect is key to health, 

safety and well-being, reflecting core principles of fair and decent work (ILO, 2017), it is an 

aspect of job quality often underrepresented within alternative frameworks, representing a 

potential strength in the FWF which may help to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of work life in the gig economy. 

While the FWF has been widely promoted by the Scottish Government, representing a key 

feature of Scotland’s labour market strategy to deliver a fair work economy (Scottish 

Government, 2016), its relevance to gig work remains untested. This article aims to contribute 

to such an assessment, exploring the subjective experience and perception of key dimensions 

of fair work in relation to gig work.  The next part considers research methodology as a means 

to explore fair work and job quality in the gig economy.  

 

Methodology 

To explore the lived experience of gig workers (Boylorn, 2008), a qualitative approach using 

semi-structured interviews was adopted. The study sought to explore subjective experiences 
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of gig work through interviews. These testaments assist in exploring the quality of gig work in 

relation to the FWF. In addition, interviews helped to build knowledge of worker experiences 

of app-based employment and their views of traditional aspects of job quality.  

The study received ethical approval from the authors’ institution and participants were 

informed of the purpose of the study and of a right to withdraw. In addition, all respondents 

were assured of anonymity, with interview transcripts anonymised to protect participants’ 

identities. Table 1 summarises participant details, with all names pseudonymised.   

[Insert table 1 here] 

Interviews were conducted face-to-face by the lead author. In total, 32 gig workers located in 

central Scotland were interviewed (see Table 1). All participants were working via digital app-

based platforms undertaking hospitality, courier and taxi driving employment. Given the 

exploratory nature of the study, a purposive sampling was deemed appropriate, to maximise 

chances of capturing experiences of hard to reach workers. Wherever possible, participants 

were recruited on the basis of gathering a sample allowing for variance in age range and 

gender (see Table 1). This variation allowed for a range of perspectives, maximising 

opportunities to explore differences and inequities in experience for different groups of 

workers.   

Participants were initially recruited through social media platforms populated by gig workers 

(for example, through gig worker self-organised Uber and Deliveroo forums on Facebook). 

Participants were also recruited through recruitment flyers around ‘hot spots’ such as city 

centre areas where gig workers congregate. A further recruitment strategy involved snowball 

sampling - asking interviewees to recommend study participation to fellow gig workers. Gig 
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workers were also recruited directly from a platform app. The strategy involved posting a call 

for participants directly on a hospitality work app.  

As Table 1 notes, 10 interviews were conducted with workers employed via courier delivery 

platforms, such as Deliveroo; 11 with workers employed via taxi platforms, such as Uber; and, 

11 gig workers undertaking hospitality work, through platforms such as Gig. Participants 

ranged in age from 18-60 years, with an average age of 34 years. The majority of participants 

were men (n=26), reflecting an over-representation of men in gig work (Balaram, et al., 2017).  

Of the sample, gig work was a supplementary source of income for 14 participants and a 

primary source for 18 participants, 8 of which relied upon gig work as their singular source of 

income. Table 1 provides details of gig work in relation to primary, exclusive or supplementary 

ways to earn. 

Interviews were conducted in public, yet safe places such as a café, and were 30-90 minutes 

in length, averaging 51 minutes each. Permission to record interviews was attained in all cases 

with interviews transcribed verbatim. Given the low-pay element of gig work, participants 

were compensated with a £10 voucher. Interview questions were developed based on 

characteristics of job quality in addition to, reasons for working in the gig economy, 

perceptions of wages and conditions and the impact of gig work on broader aspects of 

working life (see Appendix 1).  

Interviews were analysed using template analysis (King & Brooks, 2016) and a combination of 

priori and posteriori coding, developed in accordance with key components of job quality 

outlined in the FWF and ad hoc codes which emerged from data analysis including, for 

example, personal financial literacy or stage of career (see Appendix 2). Analysed findings are 
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presented in the following section, based on comparing gig work to the FWF, as well as wider 

notions of job quality. 

The lived experience of gig work in Scotland 

Despite overlap between dimensions of FW, the findings are presented as per the FWF 

outlined in Figure 1. A subjective lens is applied, principally accounting for lived experience of 

job quality and gig work. 

Gig work and voice 

With voice, most participants reported little to no input in decision-making. A lack of voice 

was commonly linked to the size of platform operator and a sense of disposability, with 

several respondents referring to being ‘just a number’. In addition, while respondents 

reported consultation via surveys, sent via email or through the app, a large proportion 

viewed them as ‘box ticking’ exercises, with little sense of how results would lead to changes 

in working. A lack of voice left participants feeling undervalued and distrustful of the platform 

operator. George, a taxi driver, demonstrates how a lack of voice leads to cynicism towards 

the gig organisation:  

Uber have their own agenda. Every time they introduce a change you see people getting nervous, 

even when it’s a good change like with the tipping system. People are suspicious it is just going to 

be another way to swindle you out of more money (George, taxi, aged 21-30).  

Opportunities for collective voice were also limited. Trade union membership was low among 

participants, with four participants reporting membership, and even then, it was unclear how 

membership could enhance voice. Those reporting trade union membership were 40 years 
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old plus, with membership a legacy of a prior occupation. For non-members, an indifference 

towards trade unions was commonly reported. Further, many participants, particularly aged 

16-31 years, were not aware of the role or purpose of trade unions.   

Despite a lack of voice, participants did not believe the situation was unusual and, in some 

cases, struggled to envisage how it could be any different. To this end, the data suggests a 

lack of participation in decision-making was experienced as normal, with leaving to work for 

other platforms the most common response to work difficulties.  

 

Gig work and career opportunity 

A majority of participants reported limited opportunities for career progression, particularly 

in terms of promotion. In addition, with the exception of hospitality workers, who reported 

some opportunities for training2, most participants reported no access to formal training, with 

a majority reporting ad hoc experiences of ‘learning on the job’. 

Despite an absence of training and development opportunities, participants referred to 

opportunities for personal development through, for example, entrepreneurial activity, 

networking and skill diversification. A specific example includes taxi drivers renting out their 

car at times when not driving, as a source of additional income. In addition, two respondents 

established businesses as a consequence of growth in the platform operator, buying, licensing 

and renting out multiple vehicles to other drivers registered with the platform. Joe 

exemplifies such opportunities:   

 
2 The GIG Academy was established in 2019 providing apprenticeship opportunities and online training facilities.  
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If you want to work through the platform but you don’t have a car or much money, you come to 

me, rent a car and then you can save up and get your own car. Then maybe you can do what I did. 

Save up again and get another car, get someone driving that for you and you can keep going. I think 

that’s progression. I couldn’t have as many cars on the road if it wasn’t for the platform (Joe, taxi, 

aged 51-60). 

Three further participants, one running a consultancy business and two running independent 

private hire companies, reported growing pre-existing businesses as a consequence of gig 

work.  

That said, opportunity differed according to the setting of gig work. For instance, whilst some 

taxi workers reported opportunities for entrepreneurship, courier workers reported a general 

absence of opportunity for career development. Hospitality workers however, remarked on 

networking and skill diversification, with further opportunities to gain experience hard to 

come by through traditional forms of employment. Craig, a hotel reception manager, 

described such opportunity whereby gig work enabled him to work in different hotels and the 

opportunity to gain experience of working in different departments: 

As part of the next 2-3 year plan I want to apply for the position of general manager. At my hotel 

we don’t have a bar or a restaurant, so my sole focus is reception. With Gig I can do supervisor 

shifts in a food and drink scenario, I can do waiting, I can do bar work, I can hone the little bits 

and pieces which will make me a more well-rounded employee so that if I’m going for an 

interview, I can talk about the things I have done and it adds an extra string to the bow (Craig, 

hospitality, aged 31-40). 

While the findings revealed limited career development opportunities, the extent to which 

such opportunities were perceived as important also varied. For example, whilst those new 
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to the labour market, or who sought to gain experience in an unfamiliar area of work, valued 

opportunities available via gig work, a clear majority of participants reported aspirations 

unrelated to their current employment. This was particularly common amongst students 

working in the gig economy to support their studies and who hoped to secure a future career 

within their relevant disciplines.  Similarly, participants also drawing on welfare benefits, 

showed little interest in career opportunities related to their current gig-work. Despite 

differing perceptions of career development, gig work overall, was not associated with a 

better future career. As Jay indicates, gig work is more of a temporary end in itself, rather 

than a means to base a career: 

This type of work it isn’t really a career. Everybody is looking for a career, this type of job, it isn’t 

really a career. It is great for the mean time but I’m really looking for something permanent that 

I can build on. Something that you invest in and can build up (Jay, hospitality, aged 21-30). 

Gig work and security  

All participants were contracted on a non-employee basis, receiving no job security or rights 

to holiday or sick pay. This lack of security leaves workers vulnerable to involuntary 

unemployment and exposed to high levels of financial risk related to fluctuations in demand, 

periods of ill-health, equipment and technological issues or, deactivation. A lack of security 

typically resulted in a sense of anxiety as demonstrated by Amy’s experience of gig work:  

With gig work, there is that lack of stability and we all have bills to pay and you need to know 

what income you will be bringing in. The sort of person that I am I get very anxious about where 

the next wage is going to come from (Amy, hospitality, aged 21-30). 
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In addition to a lack of formalised job security, participants reported weekly variability in 

hours worked and money earned. Issues of income volatility are further compounded by the 

self-employed status of a large proportion of participants, in particular, those operating 

through courier and taxi platforms. Indeed, while the interviews suggest hospitality workers 

are less vulnerable to income volatility, as work was typically offered on a shift-by-shift basis, 

this was not the case with taxi and courier workers, who were paid only when completing a 

specific task, such as delivering a food order. In such instances, courier and taxi workers 

experienced income volatility within a shift as well as over lengthier periods. Thus, while 

headline pay rates compared favourably with work outside the gig economy, sub-minimum 

wage employment emerged from volatility in the supply of work. 

How vulnerable workers were in such situations appeared to depend on the extent to which 

employment represents a primary or supplementary source of income. For example, some 

gig workers used gig work to supplement a steadier stream of income, while others relied on 

such work to cover key living expenses. As expected, primary gig workers reported most 

dissatisfaction in relation to insecurity of income, often retelling experience of ‘keeping their 

head above water’. An example of the impact of job insecurity on well-being is demonstrated 

in the following excerpt from John who also experiences a health condition which can 

sometimes affect his ability to work:  

It can be quite depressing if you take a dip in earnings. Like 2 weeks ago I was having bother 

with my legs and I’m just feeling the effects of that now in my wages and it does get you down 

(John, taxi, aged 51-60). 

Aside from impacting on well-being, a further dimension to income insecurity involves hidden 

work costs. Within taxi work, for example, costs related to licensing, maintenance and 
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insurance were underwritten by the worker with some workers reporting costs of up to £900 

a month, almost half their total revenue for that period. Even where taxi drivers could 

consolidate costs in rental agreements, such arrangements often came with hidden penalties 

including the need to work more hours to cover basic costs. Such  gig workers could not work 

when they wanted, leading to a sense of exploitation and undermining of work-life balance 

goals commonly associated with nonstandard work. George details such a scenario: 

I started driving for Uber 6 months ago [because] I needed a day job and I wanted something that 

provided that flexibility and it seemed liked it could provide pretty decent money. But I felt misled 

to be honest. I’m earning ok money but the ‘work when you want ethos’ is just not true. You have 

to put the hours in, especially when you are renting (George, taxi, aged 21-30). 

Courier and hospitality work also came with hidden costs. Courier workers, for example, incur 

costs for equipment, maintenance, additional data and battery chargers whilst for hospitality 

workers, travel costs lowered already minimal and variable income streams. Indeed, while 

transport was provided for ‘large events’, for smaller events workers were expected to cover 

their travel costs, which could involve long, expensive and unpaid journeys.  

In many instances, a lack of security manifested in anxiety and concerns about sustainability 

of gig work. To this end, participants frequently retold plans to find ‘reliable’ and ‘permanent’ 

forms of employment. However, despite lacking security in a conventional sense, participants 

equated a regular flow of work with a sense of security. For example, Jill believed gig work to 

be as secure as traditional employment in certain sectors: 
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The good thing about the gig economy is you don’t have to worry about redundancy in a way. After 

seeing House of Fraser and all the stories in the media you can’t help but feel a bit anxious if you 

work in retail. These apps aren’t going anywhere (Jill, courier, aged 21-30).  

Indeed, gig workers more widely contemplated the notion of security with the perceived 

opportunity to quickly and easily access work through an app during, for example, times of 

financial hardship, providing a broader sense of security. Furthermore, for some, gig work was 

a preference, with absence of contractual obligation and associated rights perceived as a 

worthwhile sacrifice in a quest for control and a sense of freedom.  

Gig work and fulfilment 

Autonomy and control over work was perceived to be a selling point of gig work, with many 

participants working remotely and without any direct supervision. Indeed, freedom over how 

and when to work was commonly cited as a benefit of gig work: 

One of the main benefits is that you can fully control your own schedule and you know exactly 

when you are working because you are volunteering in a sense, whereas sometimes in bar work 

you don’t really have any control of when you are working or how you are working (Alex, 

hospitality, aged 21-30).   

Having control over work schedules was widely welcomed by participants. However, the 

extract above belies the reality of control and autonomy for many gig workers. For instance, 

many participants could only acquire acceptable levels of work if prepared to work evenings 

and weekends, suggesting control is only possible if worker demands match that of 

consumers. Control and autonomy were further reduced because gig organisations had the 

power to ‘deactivate’ workers [remove from the system] if they rejected too many requests 
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or received a negative customer review. Gig workers also reported a range of other 

restrictions. For example, taxi workers reported little say in the price of a fare as well as the 

route taken in fulfilling the fare whilst hospitality workers were often restricted by the client 

with the provision of specific task instructions. Courier workers also commented on 

restrictions to autonomy associated with the need to ‘keep stats up’ with one participant 

referring to the requirement to work a certain number of hours per week in order to maintain 

priority access for booking ‘shifts’ through the app. 

Evidence was however, provided of different ways in which individuals resisted digital control 

mechanisms. Indeed, several respondents referred to the subversion of such mechanisms, 

with ‘prohibited’ practices such as working through multiple apps at one time (in some cases 

using multiple devices), accepting cash jobs/tips and stealing from/fiddling customers to 

make amends for unfair practices. An example of subversive activity is demonstrated in the 

following quote from a participant working through a courier and taxi platform: 

You aren’t supposed to, but I do courier work at the same time as the taxi work. They don’t 

employ you, so they can’t stop me. There is no reason not to be dishonest with them because I 

never meet anyone from the company. It’s not like you are lying to your boss, you are lying to 

an app (Paul, taxi and courier, age 31-40).  

Therefore, while the autonomy of gig workers is constrained due to digital control 

mechanisms, many participants commented on the limitations of these mechanisms and 

the belief that, in spite of such mechanisms, their work was in fact defined by some degree 

of autonomy.  

Furthermore, despite depictions of gig work as repetitive and unsatisfying (Parkinson, 

2017), interviews provided positive accounts of fulfilment. Indeed, many participants 
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reported high levels of ‘enjoyment’ from their work including, for example, in regard to 

the opportunity to ‘keep fit’ when undertaking courier work as well as in regard to the 

social aspect of gig work more generally. For example, Jonny, a full-time Uber driver, 

reflected on the social benefits of gig work through meeting new people: 

I enjoy chatting to different people around the world. It is used by international customers a lot 

and you meet a diverse group of people. Providing them good customer service can be very 

satisfying (Jonny, taxi, aged 51-60). 

Such was the satisfaction attained from customer interactions, several participants believed 

they would continue to do gig work as a ‘side hustle’ even if they secured better terms of 

employment elsewhere. Further, for some participants, in particular those whom were 

working in the gig economy on an ad hoc basis to supplement income, gig work was seen as 

something beyond employment, comparable instead to a ‘paid hobby’ or taking part in a 

‘game’. 

Gig work and respect 

The perceived absence of work-related social support from the platform operator was 

commonly identified as a key downside to working through an app. Indeed, whilst some 

respondents preferred not having a ‘traditional’ manager, others reported a sense of 

abandonment following registration with a number of participants referring to feeling like 

they were ‘just a number’.  

A further yet similar concern raised relates to the repeated prioritisation of customers’ 

interests over workers, including taking the customers’ side in a dispute with such incidences 

typically resulting in the deactivation or suspension of the worker whilst complaints were 
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investigated. Not only are workers denied income while this happens, heightening issues of 

job and income insecurity, but it also adds to a sense of disposability. Tony retells a story of 

customer-related deactivation and how he was left without income for several days: 

If the customer makes a complaint, [the platform] will take you off the system for days whilst they 

investigate it. If a driver says you need to put your seatbelts on or refuses 5 passengers in a car and 

the customer complains, the driver could be off the system for 2 or 3 days. They aren’t an app for 

taxi drivers, they are an app for consumers (Tony, taxi, aged 41-50). 

To this end, several respondents attributed ‘unfairness’ to the subjective customer-based 

rating systems designed to manage work accessed through the platform with concerns raised 

over the arbitrary nature of such mechanisms and the lack of transparency, for both 

consumers and workers, as to how this data is used. The perceived unfairness of such systems 

is retold by Peter: 

The customer rating system is just another stick to beat you with. You get a drunk customer at 

2 a.m. and they can give you a 1 star because they maybe think it’s funny but then that can 

affect your rating really badly. If you get too many you can get kicked off the platform… 4 stars 

seems like a good score so [customers] don’t realise that it’s a demerit and could result in drivers 

being deactivated (Peter, taxi, aged 51-60). 

However, in spite of reports of an absence of work based social support, dignity and respect 

did feature in a range of new and novel ways. For instance, participants believed having an 

app as a ‘manager’ led to a sense of work being distributed on a non-discriminatory basis, as 

apps were perceived to be apolitical and have no wider aspirations or agenda.  
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Similarly, participants did report a sense of safety, mainly because of the abatement of the 

need to carry cash, but also in terms of avoiding many other downsides to traditional forms 

of employment. John, a taxi driver, exemplifies how platform technology can enhance job 

quality, simply because of the reduced chance of customer non-payment, receiving 

counterfeit money, or being robbed by a customer: 

The security is much better because it’s the first to use all card payments. When you get cash jobs 

you don’t know who the person is and if it’s a no show you can spend half an hour getting to 

someone and waiting for them and they don’t show up and you don’t get any money. At least with 

Uber if someone cancels a job you get a cancellation fee. Everyone has to have an account, 

customers and drivers, so you don’t get so many people running off and the people that do get in 

your cab, well they are a higher quality of customer (John, taxi, aged 51-60).   

 

Discussion  

Within a resurgence of interest in job quality and in the context of debates on the quality of 

gig work (Kalleberg & Dunn, 2017), this article makes a contribution via an analysis of gig work 

through the lens of Scotland’s FWF. In comparing gig work to objective characteristics of job 

quality, the findings support the dominant view of gig work as ‘bad’ (Kessler, 2018; TUC, 2016; 

REC, 2016), suggesting gig work fails the criteria set out by FWF. Indeed, gig work is 

particularly problematic in terms of income volatility, hidden costs and penalties for workers, 

and, a lack of support and voice for workers.  

However, despite falling short of the ideals of the FWF, the subjective experience, or lived 

experience of gig work, revealed a hidden, complex and nuanced side to such work. For 
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example, despite apparent job insecurity, participants reported a sense of security due to a 

reliable supply of work, plus broader life security through opportunities to generate income 

at times of wider financial hardship or whilst in pursuit of longer-term career aspirations. 

Similarly, despite evidence to suggest gig work is tightly controlled, typically through tracking 

software and strict task designation, workers reported a perceived increased sense of control 

over when to work, important for wider life priorities. Such findings contrast with wider 

research based on tightly controlled call centre employment (e.g. Taylor & Bain, 1999),  yet 

compare to research highlighting how algorithmic management techniques can facilitate 

higher levels of autonomy and favourable terms of flexible working for workers (Wood, et al., 

2018).  In addition, the findings are best summarised in terms of further, yet novel insights, 

into how jobs can be viewed as bad by external observers, yet experienced as good by those 

undertaking them (Knox, et al., 2015; Hodson, 1991).   

Furthermore, the findings reveal the impacts of the presence or absence of objective 

characteristics of fair work on individuals’ experience and perception of gig work, were 

mediated by worker characteristics, including their individual preferences, ingenuity, 

expectations and personal circumstance. For example, the extent to which individuals were 

vulnerable to wage fluctuation and job insecurity were largely dependent on whether they 

relied upon gig work as a primary or supplementary source of income. Similarly, whilst 

opportunity for participation were limited, participants rarely rated participation as 

important due to few having long-term ambitions to remain a gig worker. For many gig work 

supplemented wider income and served wider aspirations, and many gig workers could switch 

platform if they faced a problem. 
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The variation in perceived importance of job quality dimensions and the impact of worker 

characteristics and preferences on individual experiences and perceptions of gig work, 

resonates with previous studies, recognising that where work can be defined on the surface 

as good or bad, the subjective experience often tells us something different (Holman, 2013; 

Brown, et al., 2007; Loughlin & Murray, 2013). To this end, the findings help explain why, in 

spite of gig work viewed objectively as poor quality work, gig work can be associated with 

worker acceptance and satisfaction (Broughton, et al., 2018; Mcdonald, et al., 2019). Indeed, 

a strength of the findings is how lived experience approaches allows insiders a chance to tell 

a story of how they come to frame work, sometimes quite differently, from those who have 

little or no experience of such work.  

In addition, the divergence in experience, particularly as gig workers are drawn to such work 

for a wide-range of reasons, further reveals distinct limitations in observing gig work through 

a lens based on objective evaluations of job quality. The limitations are most notable in how 

traditional conceptions of job quality, such as with the FWF, fail to take into account why 

many workers choose to undertake ‘inferior’ work, how many workers make informed 

decisions when seeking gig work, and, how gig work impacts on broader aspects of life. 

However, these limitations should not be used to underplay further key findings and 

contributions of the study. For instance, the findings show how low-quality work goes 

unchallenged by many workers, principally because many such workers have limited if no 

prior awareness of what a good job may look like. This aspect of the findings supports the 

view of increasing normalisation of precarious work (Rubery, et al., 2018). Put differently, the 

findings give an indication of how easy it is for many workers, especially those with minimal 
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or no experience of traditional forms of employment, to see gig work as normal or routine, 

therefore having few if any expectations of ‘good’ work.  

 

Conclusions 

The aim of the study was to explore an under-researched feature of contemporary work and 

employment, that of the quality of gig work. Part of the aim was to explore the quality of gig 

work through the lens of Scotland’s emergent FWF. A further objective was to recognise the 

subjective side of job quality in exploring gig work. In doing so it is evident how an empirical 

contribution is made, as the study adds to knowledge on the basis of providing graphic, yet 

structured and meaningful details of the lived experience of gig work, highlighting how gig 

workers respond and react to the many challenges inherent in such situations. Importantly, a 

theoretical contribution is made in terms of highlighting the complex nature of job quality in 

the gig economy, through drawing attention to the difficulties in evaluating the quality of 

nonstandard forms of work, such as gig work, in accordance with principles of ‘good’ or ‘fair’ 

work, which in themselves remain based on notions of traditional employment. Indeed, the 

findings highlight the benefits of recognising worker lived experience when conceptualising 

job quality, thus offering greater recognition of the fluidity of job quality and the variations in 

the perceived importance of job quality dimensions for different groups of workers, at 

different points in time.  

Through accounts of the lived experience of gig work, key contributions to come from the 

study include the following. First, determining the quality of gig work is not straightforward. 

The findings indicate how gig work is complex and nuanced, with no two workers experiencing 
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gig work in the same way. Indeed, only through a lived experience lens was it possible to 

appreciate many hidden and important sides to gig work. For example, whilst in an objective 

sense gig work is evidently lacking in comparison with traditional notions of ‘good work’, the 

lived experience reveals a different and fuller picture of gig work, including benefits related 

to autonomy and flexibility. Thus, whilst it is unlikely gig work can be incorporated into 

traditional models of job quality, this is not to say such work can be described as unequivocally 

bad, as evidence produced in the current study suggests gig work can in some instances be 

viewed as good work, particularly for workers not seeking stable or permanent employment. 

As such, it seems models of job quality need to change to reflect the realities of gig work, as 

much as gig work may need to change to more closely comply with traditional models of job 

quality. Furthermore, while subjective evaluations and the use of job satisfaction as a proxy 

for job quality may be problematic due to the potential for such an approach to provide an 

oversimplified view of gig work, the subjective experience remains key in understanding how 

individual differences influence the relationship between determinants and outcomes of job 

quality and thus how they shape the overall quality of work experience.  

The findings of the study also have potential use for policy makers, HRM practitioners and 

trade unions, seeking to improve the quality of gig work more generally. To this end, the 

findings highlight the deficits gig workers face when applying job quality dimensions to their 

jobs, particularly relating to aspects of security and respect. However, the findings also reveal 

some characteristics which may be considered positive for the quality of jobs in the gig 

economy and which should be maintained and protected, especially levels of flexibility, an 

attribute most appreciated by participants in this study.  
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Despite the positive features of gig work referred to in the current study, almost all 

participants viewed gig work as unsustainable or a ‘dead-end-job’, with many indicating 

intentions to seek more open-ended, stable forms of employment. Thus, a key challenge for 

HRM practitioners and platform operators is how best to mitigate against problems 

associated with ‘short-termism’, resulting in most instances, in misbehaviour and turnover. 

To this end, worker subversive techniques highlight a distinct and problematic side to 

algorithmic control mechanisms, principally based on diminished and degraded opportunities 

for mutual trust and confidence to emerge from the platform-worker relationship. As such, 

whilst algorithmic control mechanisms may lead to a short-term reduction in labour 

management costs, in the longer-term, the same mechanisms are likely to lead to problematic 

levels of worker demotivation and indifference, which in wider terms equates to declining 

customer satisfaction and brand reputation. 

While the current study makes important contributions, it is not without limitations. For 

instance, the study is limited in terms of being based on a modest sample of gig workers, 

working in a limited range of industrial sectors, as well as located in a specific geographical 

location characterised by a unique political climate. The findings are also limited in terms of 

lacking insights into experiences of gig work over time. As such, priorities for follow up 

research includes longitudinal methods, larger samples, participants drawn from a wider 

range of industries and geographical locations, as well as more attention to workers 

dependent on gig work to make a living. A priority, as such, is to test out and develop models 

of job quality based on extended and detailed accounts of gig work.  
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Figure 1: Fair Work Framework (adapted from FWC (2016)) 
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Name (pseudonym) Platform Age range  Source of Income (Primary, 
Exclusive or Supplementary) 

Jonny Taxi 51-60 Supplementary 

Gavin Taxi 51-60 Supplementary 

Leo Taxi 21-30 Exclusive 

David Courier 21-30 Exclusive 

Hamish Courier 16-20 Supplementary 

Kevin Courier 21-30 Primary 

Billy Courier 21-30 Supplementary 

George Taxi 21-30 Supplementary 

Jill Courier 21-30 Supplementary 

Joe Taxi 51-60 Supplementary 

Jenny Courier 21-30 Exclusive 

Michael Taxi 41-50 Exclusive 

Tony Taxi 41-50 Supplementary 

Peter Taxi 51-60 Primary 

Allan Courier 21-30 Primary 

Chris Hospitality 21-30 Exclusive 

Jay Hospitality 21-30 Exclusive 

Craig Hospitality 31-40 Supplementary 

Sam Hospitality 21-30 Primary 

Liam Hospitality 31-40 Exclusive 

Paul Taxi + Courier 31-40 Primary 

Josh Hospitality 16-20 Supplementary 

Wendy Courier 21-30 Exclusive 

Jacob Hospitality 31-40 Primary 

Alex Hospitality 21-30 Primary 

Will Hospitality 21-30 Supplementary 

Simon Hospitality 31-40 Primary 

Amy Hospitality 21-30 Supplementary 

John Taxi 51-60 Supplementary 

Sarah Hospitality 21-30 Primary 

Kirsty Courier 16-20 Primary 

Phil Taxi 51-60 Supplementary 

 

Table 1: Participant details 
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Appendix 1: Interview guide 

Topics Covered During Interview Example of Questions Asked 

Personal Background and Reasons for 
Undertaking Gig Work 

1. Tell me a bit about your work history and 
how you ended up working for [platform]. 

2. Did you apply for other jobs before you 
started working for [platform]? 

3. Why are you still working for [platform] 
now? 

Overall perception and Experiences of Gig Work  1. Tell me a bit about your current role and 
what an average day or week might be like 
for you. Is this consistent? 

2. What aspects of gig work do you enjoy the 
most? 

3. Do you see any disadvantages to working 
this way in comparison to other types of 
work? 

4. Would you recommend working this way 
to a friend or family member? 
 

Perception and Experiences of Key Job Quality 
Components 

Probing questions were used to explore 
subjective experiences of key job quality 
components including; wages and conditions; 
job content; wages; workplace demands; work-
related risks; job security; social working 
environment; training; opportunities for career 
development; working hours; access to social 
benefits and; physical work conditions. 

Perceived Impact of Technology on Quality of 
Work Experience 

1. Tell me about how the application works. 
2. How do you feel about working through an 

app on your phone? 
3. Do you think there are any benefits or 

downsides to working this way? 

Future Ambitions of Gig Workers 1. What are your plans over the next 5 years? 
2. Do you think you will continue to use the 

platform to find work? 
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Appendix 2 – Coding Framework 

Effective Voice Opportunities for individual 
voice 

Surveys 

Contact with platform 

Opportunities for collective 
voice 

Union representation 

Informal collectivism 

Career Opportunity Training Formal 

On the job 

Progression Gaining experience 

Networking  

Entrepreneurship 

Skill development 

Security Formal job security Contractual status 

Income security Wage levels 

Wage volatility 

Hidden costs 

Perceived security Accessibility 

Anonymity 

Fulfilment Psychological aspects Repetitive 

Enjoyment 

Autonomy Sense of freedom 

Flexible scheduling 

Restrictions on autonomy 

Respect Relationship with platform Discrimination/favouritism 

Dignity 

Lack of trust 

Social support Support from platform 

Support from co-workers 

Safety at work Work-related risks 

Cashless system 

 

External factors  Individual factors Prior work experience 

Individual preference 

Dependence upon income 
from gig economy as 
primary/supplementary source 

Dependence upon gig work on 
short term v long term basis 

Contextual factors Availability of labour market 
alternatives 

Employment regime (trade-off 
between security and 
flexibility) 

 

 


